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THE BEHAVIOR. OF MARKETS FOR STORABLE COMMO.DITIES 

'Brian D. Wright and Jeffreye. Williams 

One consistent 'policyprescriptiQn in the histoty of'economicadvice on commodity markets 

has been that prices should be stabilized in a symmetric band around the mean to reduce the 'Iboom 

and bust" gyrations lypical.of commodity ,prices (Keynes, Nurkse, Newbery and Stiglitz, Knudsen 

and Nash). Attached to this PQIicyadvice isa little proviso for completeness, to tie upa little 

technical loose end! Adjust the mean along the long-run trend. As Streeten(1986)puts it, IJA 

good guideline is: keep domestic cereal prices in line with an estimated trend offutuIeworldprlces 

(estimated by a reputable authority) •.• " 

This piece of economic policy advice is of particular interest because so many stabilization 

schemes have tried to follow it (Gardner, 1985, and GUbert,fonhcoming, include ,recent surveys). 

It is worthfunher attennonbecausetheyalmostneversucceed for very long-and Ido not mean 

long in the sense of the Keynesian long run. The founders, easily survive the life spall of the 

typicalscheme,physica11y ifnotfinancially .Wby this lack of success? 

Economists have contributed few insights of value. A precise'argument for pricing at near 

lOTlg-runmarginaloost, rather than at short-:runmarginalcostas usually pres,cribed for other 

problems, is rarely offered. A frequent rationale given for failure isuinsufficient financing," which 

usually means nottoofiluch morethall offering "lack: offundsuas an.explananon for bankruptcy. 

In this paper I shall focus on some elementary .positive problems with following a. price band 

buffer stock rule fora storable, commodity. I shall deal in feasibility, not optimality and 

concentrate .on two issues: 

1. How easy is it to identify the long-run trend for a price band rule to follow?1t 

2. What can a price band rule achieve in. the best of circumstances? 

1. Finding lheLong-Run Trend 

Measured quarterly or annually tactual time series of spot prices for major commodities have 

two common features. First, they display considerable positive autocottelation Years with high 



,prices tend to follow years with high prices and low prices to follow low prices. Second,time 

series of spot prices have spikes, that is, years when the price jumps abruptly toa very high. level 

'relative toits long-run average. 

Spot sugar prices, .shown in Figure 1 annually for 38 years, provide a goodexarnple of both 

features. The spikes combine visually, but the tendency for the (deflated) price to remain in the 

doldrums for years on end, such as the stretch over the mid-1980s, is unmistakable. The frrst

order serial correlation of the series is 0.53. 

Perusal of the World Bank's (1989) report on. commodity prices reveals commodity after 

commodity with these two features. For example, a plot for copper looks much the sarne as sugar. 

Spikes in copper prices transpired over 1973-74, 1979-80, and 1981-89, while the mid. 1970s and 

early android 1980shadprolonged low prices. The two spikes in the 1970s also occurred. in other 

base metals, in the principal grains, and in energy products--each time heightening concern about 

general inflation (Cooper and Lawrence, 1975, and Bosworth and Lawrence, 1982). 

These two stylized facts about spot commodity prices are the natural result of storage. 

Whereas a series of spot prices fora non storable commodity subject to independent disturbances in 

harvests (and no systematic change in long-run demand or supply) would behave as pure white 

noise, a time series for a storable commodity has an autoregressive structure, becatlse storage 

spreads unusuaUyhigh or low excess demand over several peri()ds.Moreover, the skewness of 

the distribution of price under storage produces a time series in which increases in price, while 

rare, are larger than typical price decreases. This gives a price series for a. storable commodity 

something of a sequence of cusps. Finally, because of storage, the variance of price changes 

depends on theparucular current spot price. The contrast in variance is most obvious between a 

very low current spot price, which finds· an overflowing stockpile able to buffer price changes, and 

a very high current spot price, which finds the stockpile empty and unable to buffer price change. 

Stor-ability causes heteroskedasticity in the time series. 

Positive autocorrelation, sometimes of more than first-order, is true of all the important 

endogenous variables (price, consumption revenues (and price ), except the realized harvest. 
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Because ,a large carryout makes it less likely that the stockpile will be exhausted, storage itself is 

highly serially correlated, .as is expected price. Expected price here is .analogous toa one-year

ahead futuresprlce for a commodity such as com. The sequence of such futures prices (measured 

annually) should be more highly autocorrelated the lower are storage costs. 

Figure 2 shows a series of 120 spot prices drawn from our rational expectations, 

competitive,profit..;maximizing storage model with linear consumer demand with elasticity -0.2, 

supply elasticity 0.0, coefficient of variation of i.i.d. harvest disturbance of 10 percent, storage 

cost of 0, and interest rate r--= 5% per period, with an infinite horizon. (See for example Wright 

and Williams 1988 or forthcoming.) Because the eye wants to impose order where there is chaos. 

it often sees patterns when the stochastic process is pure white noise. In Figure 2 the patterns are 

real, however. 'The model's spot prices have the two stylized facts: occasional peaks and positive 

serial correlation. Based ona yet longer series than used in Figure 2, 10,000 periods to be exact, 

these numbers are effectively tbepopulation parameters. The first-orderautO"'vOrrelation is 0.67, 

not much different from that seen for sugar. Part and parcel, in the storage model the spot price in 

period. t is also correlated with price in period t..;2, t-3, and t-4, albeit the connection gets ever 

fainter. 

The degree of first-order serial correlation in the spot price is endogenous, ultimately 

dependent on the potential for storage. The higher storage costs are, the weaker the connection 

betweenperioc;lsandthe IQwer the proportion of me variance in the spot price that can be explained 

by the previous spot prices. 

A positively autocorrelated series by its nature has high prices tending to folloW .high prices, 

a "boom," and low prices following. low prices, a "bust. It Thus, several years running of good 

times or of bad times should be commonplace fora storable commodity. 

Yet the serial correlation has another, perhaps pernicious, effect. It makes it much more 

difficult todeter:mine whether an apparent boom or bust results from a temporary shock or from a 

change in the long-run average price. Inferences about the long-run price from small samples are 

inescapable in many investment and ,policy settings. For example, MacAvoy (1988, p.xi) relates 
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tltat for him and other members of the board of AJMX Corporation "while those of other materials 

recovered over the 1983-19J6 period, the question became that of which metals prices had 

temainedat startlingly low levels for over five years." The question could be rephrased to ask 

whether Amax should .invest in new mines, which would not come into production for several 

years. Another example is the U. S. fann: bill, which is revised about every five years. The 

U. S. Congress finds itself in the role of judging whether prices in the intervening five years have 

indicated a. shiftin the long-run average price. But five years is too brief an interval from· which to 

deduce long-tenn changes. 

A reasonable approach to whether the long~run price has changed over the last five years is 

from. the perspective of confidence intervals. One might imagine statements of the fonn: "With 

99% confidence we can say the long-run mean price has shifted down from the previous average; 

inde~t with 90% cOI'lidence we can say the long-run price is $10 below the previous long-run 

mean. II These statements would presumably be mad", after calculating the average price and 

standard deviation over the five-year period, and constructing the confidence interval from the t

statistics in the universal tables. Every elementary statistics book recommends these techniques. 

Behind Figure 3 axe confidence intervalr constructed in such a fashion with 50,000 samples 

of each length drawn from the same long series behind Figure 2. The standard of $88 or.$112 is 

one standard deviation from the long~runmeanprice of $100. Thus, Figure 3 tells the chance of 

concluding with 95% confidence thl:\t the mean .price is above $112 or below $88. Because the 

long-run mean price is, in fact, $100, ul'sprobabilityshould be very, very small if the procedure is 

performing as expected. The probability, ~owever, is aot very, ver) small. There above a 5% 

chance of falsely concluding that tlte long-run price is $12 from· $100, especially that the price is 

too low" The problem with the procedure is not in the notion of confidence intervals, but the 

impUcitassumptionofthe conventional t .. test that each observation is independent of the others. 

With a sru,nple of spot prices from a storable commodity, that assumption is Jlottenable. The 

positive serial correlation causes tbesample standard deviation to be a considerable underestimate 

of the population variance of the sample mean (Flavin, 1984). Asa result, the confidence intervals 
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aremucb too small. With positive serial correlation,a sample of size ·five has the infonnation of a 

srunple with independent observations of perhaps size three. 

The effect of serial correlation can be seen In: Figure 4 ina form more directly relevant to 

Amax's boant The implicit belief behind the question of how metals prices could be depressed for 

five years in a row is thatt in a normal market, ronsof such length should 'be very rare, as indeed 

th~yare fora nonstorable commodity_ Figure 4 tests that belief. It asks, from a starting point in 

period 0 with ~,prlceof$l00,the long-run average: What is the chance ofa run of prices below 

$100 of va..iou :llengths overlhe,next 10 periods. Not surprisingly, the chance of one poor period 

in the next 10 is high. Yet, the chance fora storable commodity having a depression of 5 periods' 

duration is surprisingly ,high,above 15%. Thus, one explanation of the sustained depression ,in 

metals prices in the mid 1980s is that such depressions are only to be expected for easily stored 

commodities such as metals. 

Even with a much longer time series .and the most modem methods, identifyjng the trend .in 

a time series is nO easy task. TIle point is well illustrated by a case whlchha5 iattracted much 

attention and generated. manysturuesover its long history. This is .thestatistical debate on the trend 

in, the-net bartertenns of trade between primaty oornmoditiesand manufactures (see Figure 5), 

initiated by Prebisch(19S0) and, Singer(19S00), which acquired renewed, urgency in the. mid-

1980's. 

Despite a recent flurry of empirical studies on long tennmovements ~n commodity prices, 

the debate remains unresolvec1. Spraos (1980) fitted a simple log4inear time trend variable to the 

data in a regression estimated via OLS, and found nO.trend in the postWar period. Sapsford 

(1985),interpreted the results of Spraos lnthe light of a 'possible "omitted" structural break in 

1950. By .introducing a dummy variable and correcting for serial correlation through the 

Cochrane-orcutttcchnique, Sapsfott was abletorecoveranegativ~ trend in. the net 'barter terms of 

trade onpost;.war data. too. ThirlwallandBergevin (1985). using quarterly data for disaggregated 

commodity price indices on the postwar perloo,alsofined exponential, time trend models, ,finding 

evidence;.ofeither constant or deteriorating terms 'Qftrade.Grilliand Yang (1988),constructed 



newpnce. inrucesand. estitllatC!d a.simple time trend model (cQrrectingfor . serial correlation). They 

fOllndsignificant downwardtrendslntbenetbarterterms ofu:ade. 

As.Cuddington and Urzua:(1987, 1989) noted, aUtbese sturues(exceptGrilli and Yang) 

appear to have 'Qvedookedthe ill)portanceofthe~atco1Telation retlectedin tbeprice series. In 

theab$.enceofany inspection aCthe staQstical'properties .oftheunivariaterepresentations of the 

series,all inferencesthlubavebeen drawn are potentially subject tospurlous~gressionproblems. 

Ina, regressionofa variable .ag~nsta time trend and 'R.constant,the distribution of tho OLS 

estimator dC)eS,not. have .finitcmomentsand is not consistent if the error .process iStlonstationary 

(Plosserand Schwen(1978», and, tests ofa time trend are biased towardsfinding,one, when none 

is present. if the disturbanceisnonstationary (Nelson and Kang (1984). 

The problem appears tbustobetheapPl'Opriate description ,of the error pr<>eessand, 

therc:fore, of the series at hand. Cuddingtonand"Urz.ua (1987, 1989),followingtheldentification 
" 

approach 'suggested, by Box and Jenkins (197,6), find that theseriestheyanaly~eappear to be 

nonstationaryin:themean.ln ,theirs~tdypf the Grilli IUldYangindices (deflating 'by the United 

Nations Manufacturing Unit Value) they .\'eject the detenninistictrend lllOdel in favQr oia stochastic 

trend by testingtbenullhypothesis ofnc:m-stationarityinthe.price series usiQg the tests proposed 

by Dickey and Fuller (1979) and. Perron (1988). Excluding a one-time drop tbat they assume 

occurred in 1920, they conclude that. no deterioration has occurred in the net barter tenns of trade 

from 1900 to 1983. On the other hand Ardeni andWrlght (1990) use the structural time series 

approach of Harvey (see for example Harvey and Todd (1983» that requires no prior testing for 

stationarity~Tbeyfind that the Grilli and Yang series appears lobe trendstationary,with the trend 

declining at abQut,"0.6percent pet year. !fthe 1920dununyisarbitrarilyaddedas in Cuddington 

and Urzua, the series remains trend stationary, but the magnitude of the annual trend falls to ..Q.14 

percent Therefore after more than fifty years of statistical measurement and research effort, 

eCOllonUstscanconfidentlysay that the net barter terms of trade has stationary mean and negative 

trend.Orit bas a unique and unexplained structural break in 1920 and is either nonntationaryand 

trendless {)rit is stationary with weak trend. Then of course there are the cycles to consider. With 



;thiskindofadvice~ '~a.djusting for trend"in running a buffer stock for a sustained period would 

clearly beapicce of cake. 

2. Wbat can we expectfroll1priceband schemes? 

Analysts of public programs and actual Illanagers of those programs are 'in .rare .agreetnent 

when it comes to the design of a sche me to stabilize commodity prices. All put forward the 

standard of a price band scheme. For example. the analytical framework of the .recent book by 

GhQsh,GUben,and Hughes .Hallet (1987) is centered around price band schemes, from the 

econometric exercises to the policy simulations. A few of the more recent analytical examples of 

an analytical focus on pncebands following in the footsteps of earlier writers such as Keynes 

{197 4) are Gardner (1979), Hallwood (l979),Gardner (1982), Miranda and Heimberger (1988) 

and .manyotbers.In. many actual international commodity agreements, the manager of the public 

stockpile iscbarged with keeping price within some band. with rules mandating accumulation of 

stocks at the bottom of the band and release at the. top, often with SOme management discretion 

within an intermediate :price range (Gilbert, forthcoming and Gardner, 1985) •. For example, the 

various International Cocoa Agreements have had a ceiling and a ·floorprice symmetric about an 

i1indicator'iprice, with this price band dccQmposed .. intoa.triggerrange in which the buffer stock's 

·Illanagercan intervene at his discretion., and a nonintervention range. Many U. S. fann programs 

have had what amounts to a floor price and a much higher release price . 

. Price-bandschemes have a superficial attractiveness and logic. Seemingly, the disruptions of 

price cbangesarereduced })y efforts to keep pncesin a narrow band. Seemingly, the symmetry of 

the band around the long~tenn menn price favors neither consumers nor producers and guarantees 

no great. stock bui1dup~ By the same implicit reasoning, the distribution of observed prices is close 

to symmemc, and accumulated net profits should hover around zero. On the other hand, intuition 

might suggest lhatsupply response to the program may cause problems of excess stocks, so 

supply is best made unresponsive. if possible. Most obvious, the restriction on the release of 
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pUblic ~tocksto a price at lease equal to the t()p of the band seems a judicious ,and feasible storage 

policy. 

None oftbese beliefs is valid ing~neral.Most important, synunetric ,price-band schemes 

have an inherent tendency fora rapid and enormous accumulation of stocks, unless supply :is 

.responsiveto price. Their effect on the distribution ofprlce is not symmetric. Moreover, the 

requirement thatpubIicstocksbereleased only at the top of ,the band frequently leaves them in 

store when they wouldbave higher social value if consumed immed' . It ~ly. Thus,price .. band 

schemes have substantial deadweight losses compared to other market-stabilizing schemes such 'as 

deficiencypayt1lents orprice floors. Nor does it seentthat a coalition of producers alone would 

p~ferthe1U 

Some, ·of theanalydcal support for public, storage under a pricc .. band .schemestems from a 

fa.ilure to specify the alteOlatives to suchaprograrn.Manyauthors use price bands synonymously 

with 'buffer ,stocks, as if they supposetbeonly way to operate a buffer .stock is with different floor 

andreteaseprices. A bufferstoc.k. is Illore:genernlandcan.be taken as synonymous with .public 

storage, whatever the rule for public intervention. 

Within the broader category of public buffer stocks, a price-band schem'~ invorves two 

pric~pF, thefioot price at which th~govemment is Willing to .buyanyamount .offered to it, and 

pB~ the minimum price at which the govemment will release anything from its buffer stock. 

NaturaIly,pB is greater than.orequaltopF. 

Conventional,price~band schemes, withPB and 'pFsynunetric around a plausible long-run 

prire. have an intrinsic tendency to accumulate very large stocks. Indeed, a stochastic steady state 

:may ,nottxist; in expt'Ctation.accUlUulationofstocks ,lIllly continue indefmite1y. Theseproperties 

arenottheresUltofthe interaction of private storage.:or production with the public policy. Nor axe 

they the result of misidentifying trends in production or consumption. Rather .. they result ,from .the 

~scribed inflexibility of the ,buffer stock, which can only release its stocksatpB or higher. 

These general observations are best illustrated with a relatively simple example. Consider a 

speCification of our model.as described above where the consumption demand curve is linear, new 
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prQ<iuction is perfectly inelastic with a mean of 100 units. the ,harvestis nonnally distributed with 

coefficientofvariation= 1 o units, and there are no trends to average yields or to demand. The 

long~run average price without storage 18$100. Also suppose only the government can store in 

this closed ecollomyand that it uses a price-band scheme. Without elastic supply and private 

stol1lge, any strange. behavior must be attributed .to thegovemment~s storage .policy. 

As the top of the price band, pB, is raised for a given pF, the average amount stored 

increases explosively. This feature ofprice~band schemes can be seen starkly in Figure 5, which 

which each p13 was simulated for 100,000 periods. WithpF set at $80, .a symmetricpB is $120. 

Yet, ifpB is set .at even $117" average storage is enonnous compared to the average under a 

simple floor scheme (seethe observation for pB= $80). At the symmetrll· pB of $120,average 

storage in that particular run of 1 f)C,!.1OOperiods is close to 15 times average .production. 

Altbough. the averages!orage in a. simulation of 1 00,000 periods is lower for wide price 

bands. it is very large compar al to the average storage under a floor-price scheme that stands ready 

to buy at the same pF and l,ellatany price no less than pF,as ill Wright and Williams (1988). 

Periods without any storage:still occur but become extremely rare, merely O~14% in the case of the 

'band scheme of·90-110% of ,pN,the mean. price. 

It should also be emphasized that these values in Figure 6 for average storage under 

symmetric bands with no supply response are not steady-state values because a steady state does 

not exist. Simulations 10,000 periods long would show lower averages, while simulations 

1,000,000 periods long substantially higher averages. Rather, the tendency is for continuous 

accumulation of stock and reducing of consumption below Inean output, in contrast to simulations 

of a price floor below pN,or of purely private storage, both of which have a stochastic steady 

State. 

When planned production is elastic, its response to the negative effect of current 

accumulation on returns to output next period can put a bound on ilia expected, accumulation as in 

the 'path for supply elasticity= 1.0. illustrated. in Figure 7. Storage is expected to approach,after 

many periods, its steady··state mean of 31.4 units. Because a stochastic steady state exists, the 



l()ng~runeffects.()f a price-band scheme on price distributions, mean consumptiontand producers· 

welfare can be studied. (Of course, the more elastic supply iSt the more stable is the free market 

'price and the weaker is the case for government stabilization.) Accordingly, in the remainder of 

this chapter only cases with elastic supply will be examined. 

When we turn attention to the welfare significance of price-band schemes, the assumption of 

no private storage. convenient for demonstrating the tendency for large accumulations of stocks, 

must be dropped. No welfare analysis without ~private storage can purport to be accurate, for the 

welfare effects of purely private storage will be misattributed to the price-band scheme. Modeling 

of private storage, depending ash does on expectations of future behavior, requires stochastic 

dynamic programming. 

More generally, when the public carryin is positive, private storage is distorted, sometimes 

upwards and sometimes downward, relative to the socially optimal level given the public storage 

behavior. This happens because a pnce,.band scheme by definition imposes inflexible management 

on the public stockpile. Room is left in .our example for flexible private storage. Consider public 

behavior in, period t when the public carry in, Sgt-l is 10 units and the new harvest is such that 

price is $110. Because $110 is just below the top of the band, $112.50, none of the 10 units is 

released. Nevertheless,the price expected for the "'.extperiod, t+2, is below $110, $102.29 to be 

exact. Any private stocksaro therefore. sold. Such conditions should also be a message to release 

some CJf the public stockpile immediately, because its current marginal value is higher than its 

expected marginal value the next period. 1 Because in this and similar instances the carryin of 10 

units is 110t released (from the; perspective of the preceding period, t-1), price in the current period. 

t~ is higher than it would otherwise be. This highereKpectedprice induces private storage in 

perioo. t..,l,despite theexisr.ence·of a pub1iccarryout~2 

Thus,this price-band scheme constrains the public stockpile to store even when the current 

marginal social value of its holdings is higher than the undiscounted expected future marginal 

value. A floor-price scheme with the samepF never does this. Hence, a price-band scheme has a 

higher social deadweight loss. Figure 8 makes this clear. In that figure is plotted the deadweight 
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loss as a function. ofpB. The excess burden of a symmetric price band-$87.50 and $112.5~is 

4\Otne 17 times that of a price floor scheme at $87.50. 

Moreover,the present value of public expenditures on the scheme increases considerably as 

pB is raised, as c~also bee seen in Figure 8. With the competition of private storage. the 

.expected profits from public storage is at best zero under all circumstances. The rule that the public 

agency can release stocks only at pB, above pF, exacerbates the cost of interest payments and 

warehousing. 

Figure ~. also shows the capitalized value of the change in the stream of net .revenues to 

producers compared to solely private storage. This capitalized value, equivalent to "producer 

wealth" if producers are taken to own their land and the initial private stocks, is shown ne't of the 

present value of public expenditures on storage.3 This infonnation can answer whether producers 

would be willing to tax themselves (lump sum) to run a price-band scheme. The answer is yes, 

but a price-band scheme is only slightly preferable to a straight price-floor scheme. More 

surprising, the pB that most favors producers is not at all close to the level symmetric with pF. 

Such a symmetric scheme is usually what people have in mind when they recommend price-band 

schemes. Producers in this instance of linear demand and supply elasticity almost surely would 

prefer some scheme other than a price band-destruction of stocks, defiCiency payments, a price 

floor-given that the government is prepared to spend some set amount (in present value). In as 

much as a !ineardemand curve makes stabilization especially attractive to producers, the conclusion 

appears inescapable that for less favorable demand C'lrves price-band schemes are far from 

producers' first choice. 

Of course, price-band schemes are rarely put forward with the explicit objective of tncreasing 

producers' wealth. Generally t the immediate objective is presented as a reduction in the variance 

of prict. The way ill which this benefits producers andlor consunlers is not directly discussed. 

Price-band s1!hemes do reduce the variance of price. Nevertheless, that simple 

characterization misses the complex alt~ration in the probability distribution of price. The 

distribution of price for three cases are plotted in Figure 9. Olle is the distribution with no public 
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intervention, to serve as a frame I'()f reference. The imponantcomparison is between tbeprice floor 

scheme with pF = $87.50 and the price-band scheme with pF = $87.50 and the symmetric pB= 

$112.50. Although the price~~Jand scheme reduces the percentage of prices above S112.50 from 

14.9% to. 6%, it primarily rearranges. the distribution within the range $87.50 through $112.50. 

By far the most common pricebecomespB, where there is a mass point shown on the diagram. 

The frequency of pF, in contrast, falls from that under tbeprlcefloor scheme. Because of private 

storage, whichc~xists with a price below about $97, the distribution in the range between $ 

87 .50 and $112.50 is highly skewed. 

3. Conclusion 

The time series behavior of commodity prices has characteristics that can be largely explained 

by storage. The identification of trends in these series is a very difficult task, and the results are so 

uncertianas to make them useless for pricing policy. 

Even if trends are somebowperfectly identified, the common prescription of a symmetric 

price bandiar stabilizing prices has effects on prices, producers,andthepnblic budget not 

y~nerallyrecognized. At least not until it is too late. 
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Footnotes 

IThesignal is similar with the true marginal social value rather than the expected price. 

2Tbe private storage industry's. attention to these opportunities persists until expected profits are 

zero. From tlult fact it follows that, in expectation,theprice~band scheme must .runa deficit. 

3Thepresent valueofthestteam loss of consumer surplus can be inferred as the curve for the 

social deadweight loss plus the curve {or producer wealth. 
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